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ABSTRACT
In this paper a new methodology developed for predicting the mechanical performance
of the structures additively manufactured by Fused Filament Fabrication is presented.
The novelty of the approach consists in accounting for the anisotropy in the material
properties induced by the printing patterns. To do so we partition the manufactured
structure according to the printing patterns used in a single component. For determining
the material properties of each partition, a hybrid experimental/computational
characterization is proposed.
The external partitions with aligned (contour) and crossed (cover) filaments are
characterized through uniaxial tensile tests on General Purpose Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene dog-bone samples with corresponding patterns. Characterization of the inner
structure (infill/lattice) is done through computational homogenization technique using
Representative Volume Element.
The presented methodology is validated against experimental results of square crosssection demonstrators. It is shown that the material properties depend on the geometrical
relationship of the different printing patterns, exclusively. Therefore, the exhaustive
experimental procedure can be avoided characterizing the printed material by a predefined anisotropic constitutive relationship proportional to the properties of the raw
material. Moreover, the acquired geometrical relationship is validated for components
made of Polylactic Acid.
The given methodology may be used as design-for-manufacture tool for creating
functional components.
Keywords: Material characterization; Fused Filament Fabrication; Mechanical properties;
Anisotropy; Hybrid methodology.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years new manufacturing technologies have been developed seeking to optimize
various aspects of the finished product: material and energy costs, ease of manufacturing
and mechanical performance. One of the most outstanding technologies is Additive
Manufacturing (AM), also called “3D printing”, which consists in the progressive (layerby-layer) addition and adhesion of material to manufacture the final product on the basis
of a 3D CAD model.
The emergence of this technology traces back to the 1980s, when the first three printing
techniques were patented: stereolithography (SLA), selective laser sintering (SLS), and
fused deposition modelling (FDM). These techniques were intended to quickly create 3D
prototypes using exclusively polymeric materials (Ligon et al, 2018 [1]). Currently, there
are more 3D printing techniques, and a wider range of materials is accessible, ranging
from metals to biomaterials (Pîrjan & Petroşanu, 2013 [2]). Owing to this, AM is used in
countless applications, including medicine, art, fashion, military, architecture,
engineering, education, jewellery, computing, automotive, aeronautics and even in
construction, gastronomy and aerospace (Dormehl, 2018 [3]).
The present work focuses on one of the first AM techniques, well established for
polymeric materials: FDM, also called Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) (Brenken et al.,
2018 [4]). Of all the AM techniques available today, FFF is the best known and the most
widely used due to its versatility and suitability for operating with a wide range of
materials.
FFF is based on the extrusion of the printing material through a nozzle to reproduce a 3D
CAD model. The deposition process is carried out by melting the filaments of a certain
thermoplastic material. The extruded material is deposited layer by layer on a printing
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table. Simultaneous movements of the nozzle and the printing table allow the deposition
in 3D, thus enabling the system to manufacture complex 3D geometries.
Another attractive feature of FFF consists in the fact that it allows modifying the material
properties by designing the microstructure of a component. The material properties of the
resulting printed component can differ from the ones of the crude material (Kotlinski,
2014 [5]). In spite of the isotropic behaviour of the raw material, the final behaviour of
the FFF built components are anisotropic. The anisotropic material behaviour is the result
of layer-to-layer and filament-to-filament adhesions in addition to the printing patterns
(Khudiakova et al, 2019 [6]). Moreover, intrinsic defects such as voids present in the FFF
printed component also lead to anisotropic mechanical properties [7]. Inter-bead voids
are generally consistent in shape, orientation and distribution. The intra-bead voids are
explicit to FFF components of composite materials. Voids filled and unfilled with the
resin in the middle of filaments are trapped by the folding of the overflow material in the
moulded filaments resulting in an asymmetric section [8]. If voids exceed a certain
volume (typically 5-6%), this implying unfilled resin in the laminate (typically 10-12%),
void orientation may even lead to error in the estimation of the void measurements using
image analysis [9].
The printing procedure and, thus, the final characteristic of the component are controlled
by various process parameters. The most significant ones are the component orientation,
the layer thickness and the pattern designs. These parameters are selected prior to printing
and affect the mechanical performance of the components (Li et al, 2018 [10]). Therefore,
performance analysis of FFF built components is an exigence from the AM users.
Ding et al. [11] studied the effect of nozzle temperature, building orientation and material
properties on the morphology and chemical composition of Poly-ether-ether-ketone
(PEEK) and polyetherimide (PEI) printed materials.
Chacon et al. [12] investigated the effect of build orientation, layer thickness and feed
rate on the mechanical performance of PLA samples for optimal settings and the
mechanical behaviour of 3D printed components.
Zou et al. [13] studied the effect of printing orientation on the mechanical property of
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) samples. Isotropic and transversely isotropic
elasticity constitutive models were used to define the relation of elastic constants and
printing angles.
Garzon-Hernandez et al. [14] investigated the influence of layer height, number of layers
and raster orientation on the mechanical response of the ABS samples. A constitutive
model was developed considering the nonlinear behaviour, strain rate in both elastic and
inelastic regimes and transverse isotropy behaviour.
Considering the printing pattern, a FFF structure is characterized by three zones: the
contour, that is made of aligned filaments, the inner structure, that is in-fill or lattice type,
and the top and bottom covers, that are made of filaments with full density (100%) crossed
pattern and 45 º raster angle (Figure 1). The contour includes most of the external surfaces
where the slope relative to the printing plane is greater than 30º. The covers are top and
bottom surfaces with the slope below 30º.
In the inner part, the in-fill is the standard structure with density defined through the raster
to raster air gap, while the lattice structure is characterized by periodically repeated unit
cells. These types of inner structures are for reducing the amount of material, cost and
time of production which make the FFF technique advantageous over the rest of AM
technologies (Aloyaydi et al, 2019 [15]).
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Figure 1: Different zones of a FFF component

Numerous experimental studies have corroborated that products made by FFF have
anisotropic mechanical performance, i.e., the mechanical properties depend on the
direction in which they are manufactured (Ahn et al., 2002 [16]; Somireddy and
Czekanski, 2017 [17]; Zou et al., 2016 [18]; Dizon et al., 2018 [19]; Popescu et al., 2018
[20]; Gabor et al., 2019 [21]). Likewise, in various research works, the stress-strain curves
resulting from experimental tests of specimens manufactured using FFF have been
obtained (Domingo-Espin et al., 2015 [22]; Casavola et al., 2016 [23]). These graphs
show the regions of linear and non-linear behaviour, which indicate presence of elastic
and plastic deformations. They found that, on the one hand, the resistance of the adhering
layers in built direction (typically Z direction) is weaker compared to other directions; on
the other hand, the resistance of material is greater in a direction parallel to the filament
threads deposited in the same layer (Domingo-Espin et al., 2015 [22]). The described
behaviour is highly dependent on the printing parameters (Rodríguez et al., 2001 [24]).
The obtained results in the previous work of the authors [25] indicate that both the intralayer and the inter- layer bonds play a significant role in the behaviour of the FFF samples.
In this sense, the use of the thermal chamber reduces the temperature gradient between
the deposited filament and the last layer built. This fact strengthens the unions, improves
mechanical performance, and decreases the degree of orthotropy. Furthermore, the results
obtained confirm that the stiffness on the direction of the extruded filament is higher than
the one of the intra-layer unions between contiguous filaments. However, the rigidity of
the inter-layer cohesion of adjacent layers is the lowest. Figure 2 illustrates 3
geometrically identical samples, but printed in 3 different orientations, subjected to
identical stretching. Even though the global stresses are the same in all the three cases,
the state of the stresses is different in the material axes of each specimen. Due to the
filament orientation, the sample on the right hand side has the highest strength along the
tensile axis.

Figure 2: Different building orientations of a test specimen manufactured by FFF
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Even though various experimental investigations revealed the effect of the printing
patterns on the properties of the printed parts, there exist only a few works dealing with
the analytical and computational assessment of the mechanical performance of FFF
components. Casavola et al [23] identified the orthotropic properties of the FFF
components made of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and polylactic acid (PLA) by
Classical Lamination Theory (CLT). Garg and Bhattacharya [26] modelled the
deformation of the FFF components under uniaxial force using diversity of raster
thicknesses and printing orientations. The existing works use a single solid model for the
characterization of the material. However, the structural response of contour, cover and
inner structures is different according to the manufacturing pattern and the in-fill density.
The contour is stiffer along the axis of the printing plane parallel to the filaments. The
cover behaves isotropically on the printing plane due to the symmetry of the pattern.
Generally, FFF printed parts include a zone surrounding the entire component with
filaments aligned (contour), a zone at top and bottom of the entire structure with crossed
filaments (cover) and the infill zone where the printing pattern changes case to case.
In this work, a novel methodology for the analysis of the mechanical performance of FFF
built components that takes into account the different mechanical properties of the
contour, the cover and the inner structure is developed. Material properties of each part
is identified experimentally and computationally (section 2).
First, the geometry is divided into different volumes according to the printing patterns.
Extensive experimental tests are performed to evaluate the anisotropic properties of the
contour and the cover. The characterized material, ELIX ABS-3D GP, developed by Elix
Polymers, is a precolored or natural General Purpose Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene
(ABS) grade. It presents enhanced printing performance, low warpage, dimensional
exactness and high resolution. ELIX ABS-3D GP is intended for use in FFF in 3D printing
applications. ABS-3D GP Dog-bone samples are manufactured exclusively with aligned
and crossed filaments to represent the contour and the cover, respectively. The samples
are tested uniaxially at different orientations. Anisotropic linear elastic constitutive
models are considered to describe the mechanical behaviour of contour, cover and in-fill.
A geometrical relationship is found between the material parameters at different
orientation and the raw material. The characterization of the infill is done computationally
by the homogenization method. The constitutive matrix of the inner structure is modelled
using computational homogenization technique by Representative Volume Element
(RVE).
This division considers 3 different materials in a single component as the printing patterns
affect both the material properties and behaviour.
An experimental campaign for the validation of the developed computational model
differentiating the mechanical behaviour of the contour, the cover and the in-fill and
defining their respective material properties through experimental characterization is set
up (section 3). For this purpose, ABS-3D GP samples with square cross-section subjected
to bending load are built and tested.
Next, an experimental campaign on the door-handle components is set up in order to
analyse the mechanical performance of FFF objects (section 4). The acquired relationship
is considered for characterization of the PLA filaments according to the printing pattern.
The computational model and the established geometrical relationship between the
material parameters are validated using PLA door-handle components subjected to
bending and torsion loading. In this case, the effect of the printing orientation and process
parameters on the final structural performance is explored.
The model proposed in this work can be used as a design-for-manufacture (DFAM)
approach in order to create functional components.
5

2. METHODOLOGY: HYBRID EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL
MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, the hybrid methodology for the performance analysis of the components
built by FFF technology are presented (see Figure 3). The methodology consists of both
experimental and computational characterization.
As mentioned, a component built by FFF technology includes three distinct zones
according to their printing pattern and orientation revealing different mechanical
behaviour. These zones are the contour, the cover and the inner structure (in-fill). The
contour is made of aligned filaments with the external edges of the FFF components while
the cover is made of crossed filaments with rectilinear pattern. The inner structure (infill) is made of raster with a certain density that is the raster to raster space.
The mechanical properties of the printed material are different from those of the raw
material. The contour, the cover and the in-fill are anisotropic while the raw material is
isotropic. Moreover, according to the printing pattern, the anisotropic properties differ.
The printing pattern has a significant role on the material characterization and the
orientation of both the isotropic plane and the weakest direction. In case of the cover and
the in-fill, the printing plane is isotropic due to the symmetry of the pattern. The
anisotropy develops in the build direction. In case of the contour, the stiffness in the
filament direction (which is the anisotropic direction) is higher than the one of the intralayer unions between filaments.
In this work, the anisotropic material properties of the ABS-3D GP made contour and
cover are identified through experimental tensile tests on samples printed with the
corresponding patterns. As the material properties are associated to the printing pattern,
a geometrical relationship between the mechanical parameters at different orientations is
found. Moreover, the mechanical properties of the printed material as a function of the
raw material properties are determined. The obtained relationship can be used for
characterizing materials used in FFF, avoiding an exhaustive experimental campaign.
Standard FE analysis of FFF components with in-fill or lattice inner structures is
challenging due to the complexity of the mesh generation appropriate for such complex
geometries. The inner structure is heterogeneous, thus its discretization by the standard
FE mesh leads to an exaggerated element number, and therefore the numerical
computations become unfeasible. The computational homogenization technique
represents the corresponding anisotropic behaviour using an equivalent homogeneous
continuum profiting from its repetitive cell structure. In this manner, the heterogeneities
of the inner structure are not straightforwardly embedded into the structural analysis yet
modelled through defining a RVE.
Even though the inner structure is characterized computationally, the input data for the
homogenization technique is fed from the experimental characterization of the aligned
filaments of the contour.
Overall, this work distinguishes between the mechanical behaviour of the contour, the
cover and the in-fill. Thus, their respective mechanical properties are determined
separately. However, separate experimental tests for the characterization of the contour,
the cover and the in-fill may be challenging. Alternatively, the numerical model can be
calibrated by a sensitivity analysis based on the raw material properties.
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Figure 3: The strategy for the material characterization

2.1. Experimental tensile test on dog-bone samples
This section describes the experimental material characterization to determine the
material constitutive tensor for the contour and the cover of FFF components.
The tensile test is performed in accordance with the ASTM D638 standard Test Method
for Tensile Properties of Plastics. Twenty-four dog-bone samples of ELIX ABS-3D GP
material are manufactured by FFF with different printing orientations (P-Z, P-ZX, P-ZY,
P-H, I-Z, I-ZX, I-ZY and I-H) following the printing patterns used for contour and cover
(see section 2.1.1). Standard specimen type I is chosen for the performance of these tests.
The dimension of each specimen is shown in Figure 4. From the tensile test results,
Young’s and shear moduli are obtained.
The isotropic elastic properties of the pre-printed material are shown in Table 1 [27, 28].
Table 1: Raw material properties

ABS GP
ERaw
νRaw
Young’s modulus (MPa) Poisson’s ratio
2230
0.34
To evaluate deformations in a 3D space, two Allied Vision GigE MAKO G-507B cameras
together with a GOM Digital Image Correlation (DIC) software are used. DIC is an
effective experimental technique to measure displacements and strains by comparing the
images of the specimen covered with speckles before and after deformation. This
procedure also allows measuring Poisson’s coefficient. The results from the calibration
of the DIC equipment, as well as the contactless extensometer definition criteria, can be
seen in Figure 5. Poisson’s ratio of each tested sample is calculated via a DIC setup.
Thus, Poisson’s ratio can be calculated (Table 2) on both front ( 21) and side ( 31) surfaces
as:
ν

↔

↔

,ν

↔

↔

W – Width of narrow section: 13 mm
L – Length of narrow section: 57 mm
WO – Width overall: 19 mm
LO – Length overall: 165 mm
G – Gage length: 50 mm
D – Distance between grips: 115 mm
R – Radius of fillet: 76 mm
T – Thickness: 7 mm
Figure 4: Dog-bone specimen dimension (ASTM D638)
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(1)

Figure 5: DIC equipment calibration results (left) and contactless extensometer definition criteria
(centre & right)

0.253

Table 2: Poisson’s coefficient: DIC results
3- !
Avg.
1- "!
2- "!
!
0.277
0.333
0.245
0.359
0.373

0.443

0.317

0.393

0.426

0.353

!

1P-Z
P-ZX
P-ZY

0.337

2-

±0.049

0.419
0.295

±0.067
±0.067

P-H

0.239

0.366

0.292

0.299

I-Z

-

-

-

I-ZX

0.086

0.246

0.232

0.188

I-ZY

0.249

0.161

0.240

0.217

0.295

0.330

I-H

0.327

0.367

±0.064

±0.088
±0.048
±0.036

0.571
0.293

0.366
-

"!

3-

0.167

Avg.
0.300

0.319

0.419

-

0.293

±0.115
±0.134
-

-

0.379

0.282

0.331

-

-

-

0.504

-

0.208

0.356

-

0.513

-

0.513

-

0.314

0.346

0.281

±0.069

±0.210
±0.296
±0.184

A rate of 5 ± 25% mm/min is selected for the tensile test according to Specimen Type I
for rigid and semirigid samples.
The yield point has been identified following the offset method for determining yield
strength with an offset value of 0.1%. The tensile stress-strain data obtained for each
specimen tested is presented in Table 3. The stiffness, maximum load and material failure
vary depending on the printing pattern, orientation and testing direction.
Figure 6 demonstrates the load-displacement relationship in each testing configuration.
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Table 3: Average stress and average strain: Tensile test on dog-bone specimens
σM
εM
σM
εM
# Orient.
# Orient.
MPa
%
MPa
%
1.04
0.17
1
P-Z
14.9
13
I-Z
2.1
1.06
0.16
15.4 1.30 1.14
0.21 0.15
± 0.13 14
2
P-Z
17.0 ± 1.4
I-Z
2.8 2.3
± 0.5 0.15 ± 0.05
1.32
1.06
0.10
3
P-Z
14.3
15
I-Z
2.1
1.05
0.08
0.95
0.76
4 P-ZX 15.7
16 I-ZX
7.7
0.98
0.66
1.72 1.38
3.88 1.79
19.0
9.8
5 P-ZX 21.4
17 I-ZX 14.9
± 3.0 1.70 ± 0.34
± 4.4 3.87 ± 1.62
1.48
0.80
6 P-ZX 20.0
18 I-ZX
6.8
1.48
0.76
0.69
0.81
7 P-ZY 10.2
19 I-ZY
7.7
0.68
0.87
0.87 0.73
0.88 0.83
11.0
7.0
8 P-ZY 13.1
20 I-ZY
7.3
± 1.8 0.92 ± 0.13
± 0.8 0.91 ± 0.07
0.61
0.73
9 P-ZY 9.7
21 I-ZY
6.1
0.62
0.79
2.76
1.96
10 P-H 31.3
22
I-H
18.2
2.75
1.99
1.58 1.90
1.66 1.85
28.9
19.7
11 P-H 28.7
23
I-H
18.9
± 2.3 1.53 ± 0.67
± 2.0 1.71 ± 0.14
1.38
1.83
12 P-H 26.7
24
I-H
22.0
1.37
1.93

Figure 6: Load-displacement relationship in each testing configuration

2.1.1. Material characterization of the contour and cover
The nomenclature used for the specimens corresponds to contour (P) and cover (I). Figure
7 shows the printing position of each specimen with respect to the reference axes. In the
case of contour (P), the filament pattern follows the extrusion machine, parallel to one of
the axes of the construction plane. In the case of cover (I), the printing pattern of the
filament is crossed with 45º raster angle placed in the construction plane. The printing
design and the printed specimens at different orientations are shown in Figures 8 and 9.
The nomenclature, H, Z, YZ and XZ corresponds to the following
• H: The sample is printed in the XY plane and placed horizontally (H).
• Z: The sample is printed in the XY plane and placed vertically (Z) on the plane
aligned with the Z direction.
• YZ: The sample is printed with 45º degrees of inclination in YZ plane.
• XZ: The sample is printed with 45º degrees of inclination in XZ plane (similar to
the YZ case).
9

Figure 7: Orientations of the dog-bone specimens with respect to the reference axes

Sample

Printing design

Experiment

P-H

P-Z

P-YZ

Figure 8: P samples (contour): Printing design and printed specimen

Sample

Printing design

Experiment

I-H

I-Z

I-YZ

Figure 9: I samples (cover): Printing design and printed specimen
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According to the constitutive equation of a linear elastic material, the stiffness tensor C
has to be obtained from the experiment. The inverse of the constitutive tensor is known
as the compliance matrix S = C−1 . The experimental tests are defined such that to obtain
the transversely isotropic material properties.
Since the model is constructed layer by layer during the FFF process, the material
properties can be considered transversely isotropic: the mechanical properties are
symmetric in all directions of the transverse plane normal to an anisotropic principal axis
along the direction of deposition.
Due to this symmetry presented in 2D, the material properties are reduced from 9
(orthotropic materials) to 5 independent parameters (transversely isotropic material).
In order to obtain the 5 independent material parameters, samples are built with 3 different
orientations: horizontal, vertical and 45º inclined.
The cover and the contour material are assumed to be transversely isotropic. According
to the reference axes used in the experiment, the following nomenclature is defined for
each zone.
Contour:
• Young's modulus in the direction parallel to the filament (E||).
• Young's modulus in the direction perpendicular to the filament and in the plane of
isotropy (Eiso).
• Poisson’s ratio of the plane of isotropy (νiso).
• Poisson’s ratio in the direction parallel to the filament (ν).
• Shear modulus of the plane of isotropy ( Giso = Eiso (2(1 + ν iso )) ).
• Shear modulus in the direction parallel to the filament (G).
Cover:
• Young's modulus in the direction parallel to the printing direction of the specimen
and perpendicular to the plane of isotropy (E⊥).
• Young's modulus in the printing plane (plane of isotropy) with rectilinear filament
pattern (Eiso).
• Poisson’s ratio of the plane of isotropy (νiso).
• Poisson’s ratio in the printing direction (ν).
• Shear modulus of the plane of isotropy (Giso).
• Shear modulus in the printing direction (G).
According to this nomenclature, the S-tensor for the contour, when its isotropy plane is
YZ as the filament is deposited in the X direction, reads
ν
ν
 1

− iso −
0 0
0 
 E
Eiso
Eiso
 ||

ν iso
1
− ν iso
−
0 0
0 

 Eiso
Eiso
Eiso
 ν

ν
1
−
− iso
0 0
0 
Eiso
Eiso

S =  Eiso

,
(2)
1
0
0
0
0 
 0
G


1
 0
0
0
0
0 


G

1 
0
0
0 0
 0
Giso 
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Similarly, the S-tensor for the
isotropy, reads
 1
 E
 iso
− ν iso
 Eiso
 ν
−
S =  E⊥

 0

 0


 0


cover, where the constructing plane XY is the plane of
−

ν iso

Eiso
1
Eiso

−

ν

−

E⊥

ν

−

ν
E⊥

E⊥
1
E⊥

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

1
Giso

0

0

0

1
G

0

0

0

0


0

0


0

,
0

0

1

G

(3)

Once the tensors are defined, the parameters are obtained from the experiments.

2.1.1.1. Material properties of the contour
Young’s modulus in the direction parallel to the filaments (E||) is obtained from the
horizontally printed P-H specimen. The load is applied in the direction of the filaments.
(see Figure 10).

E|| =

σ xx
ε xx

(4)

Figure 10: Obtaining Young's Modulus Parallel to the deposition of the contour material

Young's modulus corresponding to the plane of isotropy (Eiso) is obtained from the
vertically printed specimen P-Z. The load is applied in the direction perpendicular to the
filaments (see Figure 11).

Eiso =

σ zz
ε zz

Figure 11: Obtaining isotropic Young's Modulus for contour material
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(5)

Poisson’s ratio ν is obtained by performing a DIC test on the P-Z specimens. The force is
applied perpendicular to the direction of the filament and the deformation is measured in
the direction perpendicular and parallel to the filament.
To obtain Poisson’s ratio νiso, a specimen should be tested with the applied force in one
of the isotropic axes (Figure 12) in the plane of filaments cross-section. The deformation
is measured in both isotropic axes. In this case, the isotropic Poisson’s ratio is equal to
the anisotropic Poisson’s ratio. Alternatively, νiso = ν can be assumed.

Figure 12: Scheme of load application to obtain the Poisson’s ratio of the isotropy plane for the
contour material

The shear modulus G is obtained from uniaxial tensile test of specimen printed in 45º, in
this case P-YZ.
E1
G=
(6)
2(1 + ν 12 ) YZ
where 1 is the direction of the applied load and 2 is the direction perpendicular to 1.

2.1.1.2. Material properties of the cover
Young’s modulus in the direction parallel to the construction direction (E⊥) is obtained
from the I-Z specimen. The load is applied in the construction direction. (see Figure 13)

E⊥ =

σ zz
ε zz

(7)

Figure 13: Obtaining Young's modulus in the construction direction for the cover material

Eiso is the elasticity modulus obtained from carrying out a tensile test in the isotropic
plane. The tensile force is applied in one of the isotropic directions and its corresponding
modulus is measured. In this case I-H specimens are used (see Figure 14)

Eiso =

σ xx
ε xx

13

(8)

Figure 14: Obtaining isotropic Young's Modulus for the cover material

Poisson’s ratio ν is obtained by performing a DIC test on I-Z specimens since a force is
applied perpendicular to the direction of the filament. The deformation is measured in the
direction perpendicular and parallel to the filament. However, a Poisson’s ratio equal to
that in the plane of isotropy is assumed as it has not been possible to obtain this value
from experimental tests.
To obtain Poisson’s ratio νiso, a DIC test on the I-H specimen is performed. The force is
applied in one of the isotropic axes and the deformation is measured in both isotropic
axes.
Giso is known through the relationship with Eiso and νiso. However, the shear modulus G
is obtained from a uniaxial tensile test of a specimen printed in 45º, in this case I-YZ.
Figures 15 and 16 summarize how each parameter is obtained from the dog-bone
specimens uniaxial tests to characterize the material properties of contour and cover,
respectively.

Figure 15: Diagram for obtaining the parameters from the tests (contour material)

Figure 16: Diagram for obtaining the parameters from the tests (cover material)

From the experimental results and the above mentioned strategy, the transversely
isotropic properties of the contour and cover are obtained and presented in Table 4.
Table 4: Material properties of contour and cover
Material properties Contour Cover
1.94
0.90
E|| GPa) E⊥ GPa)
1.59
1.54
Eiso (GPa)
νiso
0.30
0.33
ν
0.30
0.33
0.60
0.45
G GPa)
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The specimens printed with aligned filaments (contour) show a distinct mechanical
response from those made by 100% crossed filaments (cover) and from the raw material.
Young’s moduli of contour and cover are around 10% (E||, contour) to 30% (Eiso, contour) and
30% (Eiso, cover) to 60% (E⊥, cover) lower than that of the raw material, respectively. These
differences are due to the effect of the printing pattern as well as the influence of the
intra/inter-layer bonds that play a crucial role in FFF components.
Moreover, it can be seen that the fabricated specimens with aligned filaments are stiffer
than those made of crossed filaments acting as a reinforcement in the direction of fibers.
Therefore, the proposal to distinguish between the material properties of the contour and
the cover in order to analyse the performance of FFF components is experimentally
justified.
From the experimental results, following relationship between the properties of the
isotropic raw material and the printed ones is derived:
• E||, contour ≈ 87% ERaw
• Giso, contour ≈ 74% GRaw
• Eiso, contour ≈ 82% E||, contour
• Eiso, cover ≈ 79% E||, contour
• E⊥, cover ≈ 58% Eiso, contour
These relationships can be considered for the analysis of FFF components when the
experimental campaign for the material characterization according to the printing pattern
is to be avoided.
2.2. Computational characterization of the in-fill
Representing the shape details of the heterogeneous in-fill structure within the
geometrical model would result in an excessive computational cost of the corresponding
simulation (Figure 1). Therefore, instead of including these details explicitly, a
computational homogenization technique is used here. The in-fill structure is modelled
as a homogeneous medium with an equivalent constitutive behaviour [29]. It is
convenient to use RVE-based homogenization [30-32] since the heterogeneities in the infill present periodicity over the domain and the structure is characterized by the repetition
of a unit cell [33-35].
According to this homogenization technique, the analysis involves two levels: global
(macro) and local (micro) with a weak coupling between the two length scales (Figure
17). The macro and the micro scales conform to the FFF component and the inner
structure, respectively.
The displacement field in the macro scale &'
is assumed to be linear in terms of the
spatial coordinate of the macro scale. Thus, the macroscopic strains ('
∇* &'
are constant.
The solution space &+
defined at each point of the micro scale is enriched by a fine
scale contribution &
, ( ; so that
&+ (

= &' (

+&
,(

(9)

According to the computational homogenization technique [36] and following the steps
described in [33-35], the homogenization procedure consists of:
• Down-scaling.
The constant macroscopic strains (' , are passed from the macro scale to the micro scale
as input for solving the micro scale boundary value problem (BVP) on the RVE.
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A matrix . is made of the components of the global strains, (' , 1
and 3 distortions), as:
/

.

6('

⋯

('

ε',;
9 ⋮
ε',>?

8

⋯
⋱
⋯

ε',;
⋮ @
ε',>?
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Figure 17: Homogenization strategy and PBC on the boundary of RVE

• Solution of the RVE problem.
A BVP is solved in the RVE domain. The BVP defines the equilibrium of the RVE as
A ∇* BC(

GHIJ

D+

EF

K

(11)

by applying the Galerkin approach at the level of the fine scale (RVE). Functions
BC correspond to the Finite Element discretization of the RVE.
At the micro scale, the stress-strain relationship is
D+
L+
(+
L+ M('
- ∇* &
,( N
(12)
where D+ is the microscopic stress field at each point x of the computational domain, L+
the microscopic constitutive tensor and (+ microscopic strains.
The RVE problem is solved with the corresponding boundary conditions. In this work,
Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBC) are applied to the RVE models as the inner structure
can be represented by a periodical array of the RVEs. This means that
&
,(

O

=&
,(

P

∀R

O

,

PS

∈ ΓVWX

(13)

O
P
where O ∈ ΓVWX
and P ∈ ΓVWX
are all pairs of points belonging to the opposite surfaces
O
P
of the RVE boundary ΓVWX ΓVWX
∪ ΓVWX
.
Moreover, the traction continuity condition for a periodic RVE model is (Xia el al, 2003
[37]).
Z+ O
[Z+ P
∀ R O , P S ∈ ΓVWX
(14)

• Up-scaling.
The solution obtained at local level is returned to the macro scale through the
homogenization process over the RVE. Using averaging equations, the homogenized
macroscopic stress tensor is derived. The relationship between the local stresses D+ and
global stresses D' is defined by integrating over the RVE volume VRVE.
D'

\

GHIJ GHIJ

D+

EF

The elastic constitutive relation of the material for a homogenized RVE is given as
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(15)

D'

L'

('

6D'
6('
⋯ D' 8 L'
⋯ (' 8
where L' is the effective constitutive matrix of the anisotropic material. Thus
L'

.P

(16)

(17)

where ] is a matrix with columns made of global stresses vector D' , after solving the ith
BVP, 1 21,65. Thus:
]

6D'

⋯

D' 8
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/
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⋮ @
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3. VALIDATION: TEST ON SAMPLES WITH SQUARE CROSS-SECTION
The proposed model for the performance analysis of FFF components through separating
the mechanical behaviour of the contour, the cover and the in-fill is now validated.
In this section, the validation procedure includes the experimental determination of the
respective material properties of the contour and the cover and the computational
characterization of the in-fill material. For this reason, samples with square cross-section
subjected to bending load are designed and printed. Additionally, the effect of the printing
orientation and raster to raster air gap on the final structural behaviour is studied.
3.1.Experimental validation
These tests are performed in accordance with the ASTM 790 standard test methods for
flexural properties of unreinforced and reinforced plastics and electrical insulating
materials.
The components are built with a cross-section of 20 mm in width and 20 mm in depth
(Figure 18). The total length of the specimens is 150 mm, with a span between supports
of 120 mm.
The contour and the cover have 1 mm thickness (Figure 18). The in-fill volume indicated
with green colour is printed with a 45º rectilinear pattern and the specified density. The
in-fill printing pattern is shown in blue.

Figure 18: Geometry of square cross-section demonstrator (dimensions in mm)

Forty-five FFF samples of ELIX ABS-3D GP material are produced with different in-fill
densities (10%, 20% and 60%) and printing orientations:
• H samples are manufactured horizontally and supported in the building face.
• H-90 samples are manufactured horizontally and supported perpendicular to the
building face.
• V samples are manufactured vertically.
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Figure 19 shows the printed samples at different orientations. A cross section of the V
sample with 10%, 20% and 60% in-fill densities is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 19: Samples with square cross-section printed at different orientations: H, H-90 and V

Figure 20: Cross-section of a broken V sample with 10%, 20% and 60% in-fill density (left to right)

A displacement rate of 1.2 mm/min for load application is selected. The yield point is
evaluated following the offset method for determining yield strength with an offset value
of 0.1%. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 21 for sample H with 10% in-fill
density.

Figure 21: Experimental setting and the load position (square cross-section demonstrator)

The corresponding stress-strain relationship for each specimen obtained from the test is
presented in Table 5. The stiffness, maximum load and material failure depending on the
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printing and testing direction alter. They show that the mechanical behaviour of the
printed samples are different depending on the in-fill density and the printing orientation.
Table 5: Average stress and average strain: Flexural test on square cross-section samples
σM

εM

σM

εM

MPa

%

MPa

%

10H-C1

10.0753595

3.51371139

20H-P3

11.6289246

2.70374667

10H-C2

11.7421915

2.84862737

20H-P4

13.6739106

3.39776449

10H-C3

13.0198936

3.27642461

20H-P5

9.97002034

2.32451269

10H-C4

13.4260942

3.66691239

20Z-1

10.5671288

2.25037934

10H-C5

13.2135325

3.29637197

20Z-2

8.71434028

1.73762198

10H-P1

10.347291

3.23072936

20Z-3

9.14848721

1.80013262

10H-P2

11.4681991

2.9329961

20Z-4

7.97859091

1.64170681

10H-P3

11.0421912

2.68966047

20Z-5

10.3155669

2.06372299

10H-P4

11.0946211

2.83937364

50H-C1

19.3737095

4.5226658

10H-P5

11.5323543

2.83305209

50H-C2

20.2738211

4.61885449

10Z-1

8.06595335

1.83794604

50H-C3

19.7236638

3.8543269

10Z-2

7.61100739

1.8085236

50H-C4

20.4931086

4.70591878

10Z-3

5.71656406

1.37762926

50H-C5

22.0102424

4.71601624

10Z-4

6.66029686

1.50435025

50H-P1

20.1164082

4.15440394

10Z-5

6.60060554

1.4396279

50H-P2

18.8459642

3.56691737

20H-C1

14.2300902

3.25899609

50H-P3

18.5450687

3.26848262

20H-C2

14.6016528

3.66270432

50H-P4

21.6643597

4.36159306

20H-C3

12.5408155

2.97008951

50H-P5

17.5566543

2.9687565

20H-C4

11.7096547

3.40082851

50Z-1

12.7314719

1.7039615

20H-C5

14.698089

3.68214768

50Z-2

12.7453571

1.73168008

20H-P1

11.702998

2.69142189

50Z-3

13.9949022

2.00365043

20H-P2

8.84606919

2.08834727

50Z-4

14.0238188

1.96396175

50Z-5

6.87612213

0.95203708

3.2. Computational modeling
In the computational modelling, the geometry manufactured in a 3D printer with FFF
technique is split into three regions corresponding to each printing pattern.
The simulation is performed under the same condition as the experiment. The numerical
model combines the use of the several software modules. Kratos [38], an in-house multiphysics software, characterizes the in-fill structures by homogenization techniques via
RVE with application of PBC. The RVE of the inner structure is shown in Figure 17.
Comet [39], an in-house software, analyses the overall structural behaviour of FFF built
components using the material constitutive tensors obtained from Kratos (the inner
structure) and the experimental tests on dog-bone samples (the contour and cover).
The material properties of cover and contour characterized in the previous section are
assigned to the corresponding volumes. The material properties of the in-fill obtained by
the computational homogenization technique is shown in Table 6. The mechanical
properties of the in-fill reflect the percentage of air gap between the filaments as well as
their orientations.
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Table 6: In-fill material properties (square cross-section sample)
%In-fill
10%
20%

60%

Young’s modulus
(MPa)

Ex
Ey
Ez

0.61
0.61
194.00

5.50
5.50
388.00

263.45
263.45
1164.00

Shear modulus
(MPa)

Gxy
Gyz
Gxz

53.83
38.91
38.91

108.62
81.23
81.23

347.75
305.80
305.80

Poisson’s ratio

νxy
νyz
νxz

0.9940
0.2992
0.3007

0.9747
0.3000
0.3000

0.7015
0.3000
0.3000

For each configuration, defined according to the printing design parameters, Table 7
presents the relative error between the stiffness obtained from the experimental tests Kexp
and the one obtained from the mechanical simulation Ksim. The experimental stiffness is
obtained through the linear relationship between the applied displacement and the
resulting force. The computational stiffness is obtained through the same linear
relationship between the applied force and the resulting displacement. Remarkably, the
relative error in the majority of the cases is less than 5%.
Moreover, figure 22 compares the numerical and the experimental force vs. displacement
graphs for all the combination of in-fill densities. The agreement between the numerical
and experimental results is noteworthy.
Table 7: Mechanical response of the square cross-section sample and the relative error according to
each orientation and printing parameters
Specimen
Kexperimental
Displacement
Ksimulation
Relative
In-fill density
(N/mm)
(mm)
(N/mm)
error %
type
H
179.91
1.801
166.55
7
H-90
166.02
1.859
161.36
3
10
V
171.11
1.990
150.76
12
H
193.77
1.636
183.38
5
H-90
188.43
1.644
182.46
3
20
V
197.78
1.467
204.55
3
H
257.46
1.175
255.22
1
H-90
274.10
1.128
265.94
3
50
V
280.87
1.122
267.38
5

From this, it is concluded that characterizing the material behaviour of the component
according to the printing pattern is necessary for the correct prediction of the mechanical
performance. Moreover, the transversely isotropic description of the contour and the
cover materials plus the use of homogenization technique for characterization of the infill material represent accurately the behaviour of the samples.
From the results of the tests on samples with positions H and H-90, the differences
between the mechanical behaviour of the cover and the contour can be understood. These
results show that the same printed component presents different mechanical response if
the load is applied on the cover (in case of H samples) or on the contour (in case of H-90
samples). Moreover, the mechanical performance of these samples is affected by the infill density and orientation.
Increasing the in-fill density increases the stiffness of the structure. In particular, the
vertically printed samples (V specimens) are the most influenced by the increment of the
in-fill density. V specimens include more contour area than cover than the other two cases
and the contour material is stiffer than the cover.
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Figure 22: Force (N) vs. displacement (mm) curves comparing the simulation results with the
experimental measurements

4. VALIDATION: DOOR-HANDLE UNDER BENDING AND TORSION
In this section, the proposed model for the performance analysis of FFF components is
validated when the experimental data to obtain the mechanical properties of the contour
and the cover is unavailable. The material behaviour of the contour and cover can be
characterized by an anisotropic constitutive relationship based on the printing patterns as
a function of raw material or filament properties.
For this reason, the door-handle components are printed with a material different than
ABS-3D GP and tested to validate these geometrical relationships. The mechanical
performance of these pieces is analysed at different printing orientations, in-fill density
and contour thickness.
4.1. Experimental validation
The filament material for manufacturing the door-handle components is PLA extruded at
215ºC. The door-handle dimensions are shown in Figure 23. The printer is Original Prusa
i3 MK2S. Three printing orientations are considered as shown in Figure 24. Light and
dark blue colours stand for the cover and the contour in each orientation being parallel
and perpendicular to the printing plane, respectively.
Four combinations of two in-fill densities (25% and 50%) and two contour types (single
or double contour thickness) are considered to investigate the effect of the printing
parameters. The in-fill pattern is rectilinear with 45º raster angle.
A vertical displacement of 35 mm, 15 mm away from the end of the component is applied
with a speed of 1 mm/min (Figure 25). In this way, the door-handle is subjected to a
combination of bending and torsion resulting in a complex stress state. The force results
from the vertical downward displacement of the force applicator, which moves at
1mm/min. The stiffness is obtained from the linear relationship between the force and the
displacement.
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Figure 23: Door-handle dimension (mm): cover (light blue) and contour (dark blue)

Figure 24: Door-handle printing orientations: cover (light blue) and contour (dark blue)

Figure 25: Experimental setting and the load position

4.2. Computational modeling
As proposed in this work, the volume of the component is divided into three
computational zones distinguishing between the contour, the cover and the in-fill.
Since the characterization of the anisotropic material of each zone is a complex task and
requires an extensive experimental campaign, linear proportionality between the
mechanical properties and the degree of anisotropy due to the printing pattern is assumed
as explained and justified in section 2.1. In this way, knowing only two isotropic
mechanical properties of the material, the rest of properties can be defined. This is in
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particular advantageous when the material properties of the contour and cover are not
known and the only available data is the isotropic raw material properties.
Initially, these parameters are defined through the relationship obtained in the case of
ABS-3D GP with the raw material properties:
• E||, contour≈ 87% ERaw
• Giso, contour≈ 74% GRaw
Once E||, contour and Giso, contour are known the rest of the material properties for both contour
and cover are found.
• Eiso, contour≈ 82% E||, contour
• Eiso, cover≈ 79% E||, contour
• E⊥, cover≈ 58% Eiso, contour.
The raw material properties are defined by the manufacturer: Young’s modulus (ERaw) =
3368 MPa and Poisson’s ratio (νRaw) = 0.35 [40].
The computational modelling is performed using the software modules: Kratos, Comet
and Dakota.
The initial data of the calibration loop is the raw material properties. Dakota [41], an
optimization software developed by Sandia National Labs, minimizes the difference
between the structural stiffness resulted from the experimental data Kexp and the numerical
analysis Ksim using Comet. This is an iterative procedure in order to find the optimal
material parameters. Coliny derivative-free method is selected to minimize the objective
function, S defined as:
n

S =  ri2 ,

(19)

i =1

Where ri = Kexp,i - Ksim,i, are the residual errors for each configuration (i) according to the
printing design parameters.
The optimized anisotropic material properties of each part in case of PLA filaments are
shown in Tables 8 and 9.
From the optimal material properties, it can be deduced that in case of PLA
• E||, contour ≈ 91% ERaw
• Giso, contour ≈ 81% GRaw.
The optimal relationship between the input data and the contour properties in the case of
PLA is in fair accordance with that of the ABS-3D GP case, taking into account that the
material properties defined by each manufacturer can be slightly different.
The validation performed shows that the geometrical relationship can hold for any
thermoplastic materials used in FFF avoiding the experimental material characterization
of the contour and the cover.
Table 8: Optimal material properties of contour and cover (door-handle)
Material properties Contour Cover
3.05
1.415
E|| GPa) E⊥ GPa)
2.5
2.421
Eiso (GPa)
νiso
0.24
0.24
ν
0.24
0.24
0.943
1.21
G GPa)
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Table 9: Material properties of in-fill (door-handle)
%In-fill
25%

50%

Young’s modulus
(MPa)

Ex
Ey
Ez

17.41
17.41
762.45

201.65
201.59
1525.0

Shear modulus (MPa)

Gxy
Gyz
Gxz

210.30
171.26
171.26

444.00
392.84
392.84

Poisson’s ratio

νxy
νyz
νxz

0.96
0.24
0.24

0.81
0.24
0.24

Figure 26 shows the scheme of the different materials considered in the simulation. Note
that the mechanical behaviour of the contour depends on the deposition direction. In the
contour, the filament direction is normal to the isotropic plane. Therefore, in the doorhandle two contour materials XZ and ZY are considered as the filament deposition
direction varies along X and Y axes. Figure 27 shows that in the case where the filament
deposition direction is the X axis, YZ is the isotropic plane and for the case where the
filament deposition direction is Y, the XZ plane is considered as the plane of isotropy.
This is reasonable, as the moduli in the filament direction are much stiffer than in the
perpendicular plane (filament cross-section).
The isotropic plane of the cover as well as the in-fill is the XY plane and the building
direction (Z axis) is the anisotropy axis.

Figure 26: Materials considered in the simulation of door-handle

Figure 27: Different filaments deposition direction

Table 10 presents the relative error between Kexp,i and Ksim,i. For most of the cases, the
relative error between the structural stiffness resulted from the experiment and the
numerical analysis for each printing orientation, contour thickness and in-fill density is
below 5%. Thus, the numerical model predicts correctly the structural behaviour of the
demonstrator.
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Table 10: Mechanical response of the door-handle and the relative error according to each
orientation and printing parameters
Orientation

#
Filaments

In-fill
%

1
2
3

4

25

1
2
3

4

50

1
2
3

2

25

1
2
3

2

50

Displacement
(mm)

KNumerical
(MPa)

6.14
7.42
5.96
5.29
6.44
5.22
8.84
11.7
8.77
7.44
9.01
6.76

2.44
2.02
2.52
2.84
2.33
2.87
1.70
1.28
1.71
2.02
1.67
2.22

Force
(N)

15

15

15

15

KExperimental
(MPa)

2.444
1.877
2.534
3.001
2.432
3.013
1.600
1.109
1.643
2.133
1.675
2.266

εrel%

ri2

0
0
8
0.021
1
0.0002
5
0.0264
4
0.0103
5
0.0192
6
0.0094
16
0.0301
4
0.0046
5
0.0135
1
0.0000
2
0.0023
S=0.137

Force vs. displacement curves are obtained for each combination according to the design
properties. Figures 28 and 29 show these results for the door-handles. The obtained
simulation results correlates very well with the experimental ones.
The demonstrator with 50% in-fill and double contour is the stiffest while the one with
25% in-fill and single contour is the weakest. Among the printing orientations, the
demonstrator printed in orientation 2 shows the weakest structural behaviour. This sample
is characterized by the largest cover area while the samples printed in the other two
orientations contain bigger contour area. This confirms that the stiffness of the cover is
different and smaller than the contour.
Additionally, it can be concluded that the structural stiffness is more dependent on the
contour size than the in-fill density.
These results confirm that the combination of
• geometrical relationship between the material properties at different orientation
and the raw material,
• material characterization according to the printing patterns,
• computational homogenization technique for obtaining the in-fill structure
properties and
• transversely isotropic description of the material behaviour
is a feasible strategy for analysing the mechanical performance of FFF built components.
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Figure 28: Force (N) vs. displacement (mm) curves comparing the simulation results with the
experimental measurements (single contours).

Figure 29: Force (N) vs. displacement (mm) curves comparing the simulation results with the
experimental measurements (double contours).

Table 11 compares the results obtained in this work with the result of the numerical
simulation when the external contour of the 3D object is assumed single isotropic material
[33]. The methodology proposed in this work reduces very much the amount of the
relative error. This shows that the external contour material must be split into the contour
and the cover according to the printing pattern. Moreover, describing the external contour
material as an anisotropic (rather than isotropic) is advantageous.
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Table 11: Comparison between the mechanical response of the door-handle considering the
external contour as anisotropic contour and cover materials or single isotropic material
Orientation

# Filaments

In-fill %

1
2
3

4

25

1
2
3

4

50

1
2
3

2

25

1
2
3

2

50

KExperimental (MPa)

KNumerical (MPa)

εrel%

2.444
1.877
2.534
3.001
2.432
3.013
1.600
1.109
1.643
2.133
1.675
2.266

2.44
2.02
2.52
2.84
2.33
2.87
1.70
1.28
1.71
2.02
1.67
2.22

0
8
1
5
4
5
6
16
4
5
1
2
S=0.137

KNumerical (MPa)
Isotropic

εrel%
Isotropic

2.615
2.014
2.432
2.819
2.319
2.773
1.764
1.350
1.731
2.091
1.717
2.196

7
7
4
6
5
8
10
22
5
2
3
3
S=0.263

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a hybrid methodology for the material characterization and mechanical
performance of FFF components is proposed. The methodology combines experimental
and computational characterization. The mechanical response of the 3D printed structure
depends on the printing pattern used for the manufacturing. Accordingly, for performance
analysis of the printed structure, the proposed methodology distinguishes between three
regions in the FFF component: the contour, the cover and the in-fill structure. The
constitutive material characteristic varies depending on the region and exhibit anisotropic
behaviour, even though the raw material per se is isotropic.
The transversely isotropic material properties of the contour and the cover are
characterized through extensive experimental tests performed on the dog-bone FFF
specimens. The material characterization is carried out for ELIX ABS-3D GP. It is found
that the values of material parameters of contour and cover are different and lower than
that of the raw material. To characterize the in-fill material properties, a computational
homogenization technique is used with the application of PBC on the chosen RVE. As a
result, an equivalent homogeneous but anisotropic constitutive behaviour is obtained.
Square cross-section demonstrators made of ELIX ABS-3D GP are printed using
different orientations with a selection of in-fill densities. They are tested experimentally
under bending in order to validate the proposal of distinguishing between the mechanical
behaviour of the contour, the cover and the in-fill, and the experimental determination of
their respective mechanical properties. Increasing the in-fill density increases the stiffness
of the component, particularly in the V specimens, and decreases the impact of the in-fill
orientation on the final structural behaviour.
A geometrical relationship between the mechanical properties of the raw material and the
printed material following the contour and the cover pattern is found. It is shown that the
material characterization depends on the geometrical relationship of the different printing
patterns, exclusively. Therefore, the exhaustive experimental procedure can be avoided
by assuming the printed material can be characterized by a pre-defined anisotropic
constitutive relationship (based on printing patterns) and proportional to the material
properties of the raw material (i.e. filament properties). This relationship is validated for
PLA FFF components. This is especially useful when the properties of the material
according to the printing pattern are unknown.
Door-handle demonstrators made of PLA are printed in three different orientations with
a selection of in-fill densities and contour thickness. They are tested experimentally under
bending and torsion loadings. The effect of the printing orientation and process
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parameters on the structural stiffness is investigated. It is revealed that the contour
thickness influences the component behaviour. The structural stiffness is enhanced by
increasing the contour thickness and in-fill density; being the contour thickness more
decisive parameter. The printing orientation with the lowest stiffness is found to be the
one characterized by the largest cover area.
The satisfactory agreement obtained between the numerical and experimental results
confirms that the strategy proposed in this work is capable of predicting the mechanical
response of the FFF components. Moreover, it is proved that process parameters such as
contour thickness, in-fill density and build orientation play important roles in the
mechanical performance of such components.
The model developed in this work is validated for ABS-3D GP samples. The material
properties obtained can be used for modelling ABS-3D GP FFF samples. In case of raw
materials different from those studied in the work there are two possibilities. Either the
geometrical relationship obtained can be calibrated as done here for PLA, or, tests and
calibration steps can be repeated (for characterization of aligned and crossed filaments of
contour and cover) prior to using the model as the predictive tool.
As long as the hypotheses of linear elasticity, small strains and scales separation for the
infill structure homogenization hold true, the technique used for numerical simulation of
structural behaviour of AM components created by FFF is appropriate.
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